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ABSTRACT

This research explores the impact of training and development initiatives on employee productivity in the digital age within start-up companies in Indonesia through a quantitative analysis. A diverse sample of 500 employees from various sectors provided valuable insights. The findings revealed a positive correlation between the effectiveness of training programs and employee productivity, emphasizing the unique dynamics of training in start-ups. The study also uncovered the moderating effect of employee engagement and the mediating role of the perceived work environment. These results contribute to the understanding of how strategic investments in training and development can foster a skilled and productive workforce in the dynamic landscape of Indonesian start-ups.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Start-up enterprises in Indonesia are leading the way in dynamic and revolutionary change in the ever-changing digital age, where innovation is the key to success. Because of this quick evolution, a workforce's effectiveness now plays a crucial role in determining the viability and profitability of these businesses [1]. Training and development, which were formerly seen as optional, are now essential instruments for creating a workforce that not only adopts the digital paradigm but also advances companies [2]–[4].

The skill set that employee must possess has been redefined by the merging of technology and business processes. Traditional competencies are no longer as important as the capacity to navigate the digital landscape and adjust to new technology [5], [6]. As a result, there is now a greater focus on training and development initiatives, with the goal of bridging the skills gap between current staff members and the demands of the digital age [7]–[11].

With its thriving startup scene, Indonesia is a microcosm of this global transformation. Across the archipelago, creative businesses are emerging in a variety of industries, all attempting to meet the demands of the digital age. Startups exemplify the spirit of entrepreneurship required to navigate the intricacies of today's business climate because of their agility and willingness for risk [12]–[14].
The subject of how training and development programs affect worker productivity is becoming more and more important as these start-ups gain momentum. In addition to technical skill, the digital world requires an attitude of constant learning and adaptation [14], [15]. In this regard, it is critical to comprehend the relationship between training and development expenditures and the ensuing effect on worker productivity if start-ups are to grow steadily.

Although there is a lack of empirical research that quantifies and examines the relationship between training and development programs and employee productivity—particularly in the specific setting of start-ups in Indonesia—anecdotal evidence points to a favorable relationship between these efforts and productivity. By using a quantitative approach to systematically investigate and assess the effect of training and development programs on employee productivity, this research seeks to close this gap.

This work is important because it has the potential to add to the body of knowledge in academia and has real-world applications for legislators, human resource professionals, and start-up executives. Given the ongoing essential role that start-ups play in defining Indonesia’s economic landscape, it is critical to comprehend the subtleties of strategically educating and developing employees to enhance productivity.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 The Digital Age and Skill Dynamics

The digital age is characterized by rapid technological advancements, transforming the very fabric of business operations. Start-ups, often at the forefront of technological innovation, are uniquely positioned to capitalize on digital opportunities. However, this dynamism necessitates a workforce that is not only adept at utilizing current technologies but is also flexible and agile enough to embrace future disruptions. As noted by [9], [16]–[19], the skills demanded in the digital age extend beyond technical competencies to include critical thinking, creativity, and adaptability. Training and development programs, therefore, play a pivotal role in equipping employees with the multifaceted skills required to navigate the ever-evolving digital landscape.

2.2 Theoretical Framework

Human capital theory, as posited by [20], forms the theoretical underpinning for understanding the relationship between training and development and productivity. According to this theory, investments in education and training contribute to the accumulation of human capital, enhancing individual productivity. In the context of start-ups, this theory implies that strategic investments in training and development programs should lead to a more skilled and productive workforce [11], [21]–[24].

[25], [26] social learning theory is particularly relevant to the informal learning aspects of training in a start-up environment. In start-ups, where hierarchies may be flatter, and the learning environment is dynamic, social learning through observation and interaction can significantly influence the acquisition of new skills and knowledge [27]–[29].

2.3 Training and Development in Start-up Context

Training in start-ups is characterized by its dynamic and often informal nature. Start-ups, driven by the need for quick adaptation, tend to favor on-the-job and experiential learning [30]–[32]. In the digital age, where technology evolves swiftly, such flexible and adaptive training methods become crucial for keeping the workforce abreast of the latest developments.

Despite the apparent benefits of training in start-ups, challenges exist. Limited resources, time constraints, and the need for immediate results often impede the implementation of comprehensive training programs. Additionally, in the fast-paced start-up environment, the efficacy of training programs in enhancing employee productivity needs empirical scrutiny.
2.4 Empirical Studies

The digital age has brought great challenges to organizations, requiring competent project managers who can meet the requirements of the digital age. Innovators, in the age of globalization, have given priority to security training, followed by market topics, data science, innovative ways of behaving, and collaborative leadership [33].

Research on the impact of human resource management (HRM) on firm performance has increased since the end of the nineties. Most articles use financial (e.g., return on assets (ROA)), organizational (e.g., productivity) and employee-related (e.g., commitment) performance measures. Yet, Western knowledge economies consider innovation to be a driving force of economic growth, and international competitive advantage [34]. A study on the Entrepreneurial Development Program (EDP) at the idea-GYM, Central University of Technology in the Free State Province, South Africa, found differences between the expectations and perceptions of the students related specifically to empathy and tangible dimensions of service quality [35].

Programs include entrepreneurial training and curriculum that are focused on facilitating entrepreneurial activity (e.g., university programming, accelerators, incubators, National Science Foundation I-Corps, etc.) [36] In the context of German vocational education and training (VET), the digital transformation of the working world has been bringing profound impacts. This study analyzes the challenges that German VET is experiencing in the context of digitalization as well as the strategies to overcome these challenges [37]. In a study of 586 employees working in STEM start-ups, it was found that authentic servant leaders in a start-up would help reduce employees’ burnout experienced in their workplace [38].

2.5 Conceptual Framework

Building on the human capital and social learning theories, and considering the challenges and dynamics unique to start-ups, a conceptual framework is proposed. This framework posits that strategic investments in training and development programs positively influence the skills and competencies of employees, subsequently enhancing employee productivity in start-up companies.

3. METHODS

This research utilizes an explanatory research design. By exploring the relationship between training and development programs and employee productivity, the aim is to provide a deeper understanding and explanation of these dynamics in the context of start-up companies. A cross-sectional design was used to collect data at a single point in time. This snapshot approach allows for a comprehensive analysis of the current status of training and development initiatives and their impact on employee productivity.

3.1 Population and Sampling

The population of this study consisted of employees working in startups across various sectors in Indonesia. The diverse nature of startups requires broad representation to ensure generalization of the findings. Stratified random sampling was used to ensure a representative sample, an initial 550 questionnaires were distributed and 500 samples returned.

3.2 Data Collection

A structured questionnaire will be developed based on validated scales from existing literature. The questionnaire includes sections on demographic information, training and development initiatives, and perceived employee productivity.

3.3 Research Variables

The independent variable is the training and development initiatives implemented by start-up companies. This includes both formal and informal initiatives implemented by start-up companies. The dependent variable is employee productivity, which is measured through various indicators, including task completion rate, quality of work, and overall efficiency. Demographic variables such as age, gender, education level, and tenure will be included as control variables to account for potential confounding factors.
3.4 Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics, including means, standard deviations, and frequencies, will be calculated to provide a summary of the main characteristics of the sample. Inferential statistics, including correlation analysis and regression analysis, will be used to examine the relationship between training and development initiatives and employee productivity.

Moderation analysis will be conducted to explore whether certain variables moderate the relationship between training and development and employee productivity. Mediation analysis will investigate whether certain variables mediate this relationship. A significance level of 0.05 is used to determine statistical significance. All analyses were conducted using SPSS statistical software.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents the quantitative results of a study investigating the relationship between training and development initiatives and employee productivity in Indonesian startups. The survey data, collected from a diverse sample of employees, provides valuable insights into the current landscape and sheds light on the dynamics under study.

4.1 Descriptive Statistics
The sample consisted of 500 employees from various startup sectors, including technology (45%), finance (30%), and healthcare (25%). The demographic profile of the participants showed a diverse representation with an average age of 28.5 years, a gender distribution of 60% male and 40% female, an educational background consisting of 50% bachelor’s degrees, 35% master’s degrees, and 15% other qualifications, and an average of 3.5 years of experience in a start-up environment. Regarding training and development programs, 70% of respondents considered them to be highly effective, 25% moderately effective, and 5% ineffective. In terms of prevalence, 80% reported the existence of formal training programs in their start-ups, while 20% indicated the existence of informal learning opportunities.

4.2 Inferential Statistics
4.2.1 Correlation Analysis
The Pearson correlation coefficient between training and development programs and employee productivity is 0.756, indicating a strong positive correlation. This indicates that as the effectiveness of training programs increases, employee productivity tends to increase.

4.2.2 Regression Analysis
Multiple regression analysis was conducted to explore the predictive power of training and development programs on employee productivity, controlling for demographic variables. The results show that training and development initiatives significantly predict employee productivity (F = 45.623, sig < 0.001). After controlling for age, gender, education, and work experience, the beta coefficient for training programs remained statistically significant (β = 0.522), reinforcing the idea that these programs contribute independently to employee productivity.

4.3 Moderation and Mediation Analysis
4.3.1 Moderation Analysis
To explore potential moderating factors, a moderation analysis was conducted. The results show that the level of employee engagement moderates the relationship between training and development programs and employee productivity (sig < 0.05). This suggests that the impact of training programs on productivity varies based on the level of employee engagement.

4.3.2 Mediation Analysis
Mediation analysis was conducted to investigate whether perceived work environment partially mediates the relationship between training and development initiatives and employee productivity. The results showed a partial mediation effect (sig < 0.05), indicating that the effect of training programs on productivity is partially explained by the perceived work environment.
Discussion

The findings of this study confirm the positive impact of training and development programs on employee productivity in Indonesian startups. Correlation and regression analysis provide strong evidence, indicating that as the effectiveness and prevalence of training programs increase, there is a corresponding increase in employee productivity. This is in line with human capital theory, which emphasizes skill accumulation through training as a significant contributor to productivity [39].

The research results highlight the unique dynamics of training and development in a startup environment. The prevalence of informal learning opportunities and emphasis on on-the-job training align with the characteristics of start-ups, which are known for their agile and flexible approach to skills development [30], [31], [40]. This finding suggests that such flexibility is not only prevalent but also effective in improving employee productivity.

Implications for Startup Leaders and Policymakers

The empirical evidence presented in this study has practical implications for startup leaders and policymakers. Recognizing the positive impact of training and development programs, startup leaders should consider strategic investments in these initiatives to develop a workforce that is not only technologically proficient, but also adaptable to the dynamic demands of the digital age.

Policymakers, in collaboration with industry stakeholders, can use these findings to inform the development of policies that support and incentivize training and development programs in the start-up ecosystem. By fostering a culture of continuous learning, policymakers can contribute to the overall productivity and competitiveness of start-ups in Indonesia.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this study provides empirical evidence supporting the positive impact of training and development initiatives on employee productivity in Indonesian start-up companies. The diverse demographic profile of participants underscores the relevance of training programs across different backgrounds. The findings not only confirm the effectiveness of such initiatives but also shed light on the nuanced dynamics within start-ups, emphasizing the importance of flexibility and adaptability. The implications for start-up leaders and policymakers highlight the strategic role of continuous learning in enhancing competitiveness. As Indonesia’s start-up ecosystem continues to evolve, understanding and leveraging the relationship between training programs and productivity becomes integral to sustained growth and success in the digital age.
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